1. Information such as data that is critical to the company needs to be properly identified and classified. In general, what are the guidelines to classify data?
   
a. Classify all data irrespective if the format (digital, audio, video) excluding paper
b. Classify only data that is digital in nature and exists on company servers
c. **Classify all data irrespective of the format it exists in (paper, digital, audio, video)**
d. Classify only data that is digital in nature and exists on company servers, desktops and in all company computers

2. Non-enforced password management on servers and workstations would be defined as
   
a. Risk
b. Threat Agent
c. **Vulnerability**
d. Threat

3. In a secure network, personnel play an important role in the maintenance and promotion of security procedures. Which of the following roles is responsible for ensuring that the company complies with software licensing agreements?
   
a. **Product line manager**
b. Process owner
c. Solution provider
d. Data analyst

4. Which of the following contains general approaches that also provide the necessary flexibility in the event of unseen circumstances?
   
a. Policies
b. Standards
c. Procedures
d. **Guidelines**

5. Which of the following has the highest potential to be a security hazard to a company that has well-defined security procedures?
   
a. **An employee who performs critical duties is fired**
b. The Information Security Officer falls ill
c. Grid power is lost for 3 hours
d. A web server containing employee performance data crashes